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Twilight Hunt by Narelle Oliver 
 
This book shows a magical microcosm where 
camouflage makes strange and beautiful prey 
invisible to a hungry Screech Owl. It also 
shows how the Screech Owl uses camouflage 
to escape its own predator. 
 
Learning Engagements: 

1. Building Background Knowledge 
2. Comprehension Check 
3. Categorizing Information 
4. Research: Types of Camouflage 
5. Text-to-world Connections 
6. Creating Camouflage Artwork 
7. Making Text-to-text Connections 

 

Learning Engagement #1: Building Background Knowledge 

Book Prompt: Define camouflage as an adaptation that helps prey hide from their predators. (If necessary, 
define prey and predator as well.) An animal that uses camouflage blends into its environment. 
 
Use the endpapers as practice for understanding the term “camouflage.” Locate the animals hidden in the 
grassy pattern. Record prior knowledge and questions by filling in the first two columns of a KWL chart. 
 

What we KNOW What we WANT to learn What we LEARNED 
 
 

  

 
At the end of this book, author-illustrator Narelle Oliver provides background information on camouflage. 
Depending on the sophistication of the reader, this information can be read before or after reading the book. 

 
Learning Engagement #2: Comprehension Check 

Book Prompt: During the reading, locate the camouflaged animals. Record the number 
of hidden animals on each page using a sticky note. 
 
Make a photocopy of the keys found on pages 30 and 31. After reading, place the key 
side by side with the page described. Compare the number identified on the first reading 
with the key for each page. 
 

Learning Engagement #3: Categorizing Information 

Book Prompt: The animals identified in the print of this text use camouflage to blend in 
with their environment. 

Complete a category matrix of the animals in the book. Use the terms color, pattern, or shape in the 
descriptions. 
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Animal Location in Habitat Describe Camouflage  
Bark Moth On a tree trunk Blends into tree trunk pattern 
Katydid On a leaf Blends into color of a leaf 
Praying Mantis On a branch Blends into color and shape of branch (disguise) 
Geometer Moth In leaves Blends into color and shape of fallen leaves (disguise) 
Tree Frog On grass Blends into color of grass 
Eastern Fence Lizard On a rock Blends into color of a spotted rock 
Question Mark Butterfly On a branch Blends into color of leaf on a branch 
Luna Moth In air (thorns and twigs) Blends into color of leaf on tree 
Screech Owl On a limb next to tree trunk Blends with pattern on tree trunk 
 
Learning Engagement #4: Camouflage Research 

Book Prompt: Twilight Hunt describes different animals’ blending techniques. These are 
types of camouflage: disruptive coloration, counter shading, and disguise or mimicry. 
 
Use this book and other resources to research these different types of camouflage and 
to answer questions listed on the KWL chart in Learning Engagement #1. Complete 
the third column in the KWL chart. (Some of the books in Learning Engagement #7 
offer support.) 
 
This chart is one way to demonstrate learning. 
 

Type of Camouflage Definition Example 
Disruptive Coloration These are patterns that break up 

the outline of an animal. 
The zebra’s stripes help it blend in with tall 
grasses. In a herd, it is difficult for a predator 
to find one particular zebra when all the stripes 
start running together. 

Counter Shading Darker and lighter skin color 
reduces the shadows on an 
animal’s body. 

Seen from the top, the grey reef shark is darker 
and blends into the dark water below. Seen 
from below, this shark is lighter on the 
underside and blends into the lighter surface 
water color. 

Disguise or Mimicry One animal has a characteristic 
of another that helps it survive 

Monarch (yucky to eat) and Viceroy butterflies 
(yummy to eat) look very similar. Predators 
hesitate to eat the Viceroy if they think it is a 
Monarch. 

 
Learning Engagement #5: Text-to-World Connection 

Book Prompt: The animals in this book use camouflage as protection from their enemies. 

People also use camouflage to disguise their activities. Name a human activity that involves camouflage. Then 
list the ways camouflage is used in that activity. A sample chart follows. 

 
Human Activity Camouflage 
Military Clothing, armored cars, tanks, submarines, and other vehicles, buildings (from the 

air) 
Police Clothing, vehicles, movement 
Hunting Clothing, movement 
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Learning Engagement #6: Camouflage Artwork 

Book Prompt: As in nature, author-illustrator Narelle Oliver does an amazing job of camouflaging animals in 
the illustrations in this book. 
 
Draw a real or imaginary animal. Then draw the animal’s habitat so that it is completely camouflaged. If it is 
an imaginary animal, give it a name. Whether it is a real or an imaginary animal, complete the chart below. 
 

Animal Location in Habitat Camouflage Method 
Green Anole On a branch with green leaves Blending and Counter Shading 
 

The book Animals & Art Activities by Janet Sacks, Poly Goodman, and Steve Parker (Crabtree 2002) offers 
two camouflage art projects. 

 
Learning Engagement #7: Making Text-to-text Connections 

Book Prompt: This informational text offers information related to camouflage 
in a Screech Owl’s habitat. 
 
Read other books to learn about camouflage in other environments or read 
additional books to learn more about owls. 

 
Other Recommended Books about Camouflage: 

Animals in Camouflage by Phyllis Limbacher Tildes (Charlesbridge, 2000) 
Hide and Seek: Creatures in Camouflage by Phyllis J. Perry (Franklin Watts, 1997) 
Look Again! The Second Ultimate Spot-the-Difference Book by April Wilson 

(Dial, 1992) Camouflage and Color 
Poisoners and Pretenders by Michael Chinery (Crabtree, 2000) 
 

Other Recommended Books about Owls: 
Owls by Gail Gibbons (Holiday House, 2005) 
Owls: The Silent Hunters by Sara Swan Miller (Franklin Watts, 2000) 
Welcome to the World of Owls by Diane Swanson (Whitecap Books, 1997) 
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